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Abstract. In the article the queueing system with server vacations and ex-

haustive service is investigated. For single and multiple vacations the queue-length tran-

sient distribution is studied first for a certain simplified system. Using the formula of total 

probability we direct the analysis to that for the system without vacations. The general case

is obtained by applying the renewal theory approach. Explicit representations for Laplace 

transforms of queue-size distributions in systems with single and multiple vacations are 

obtained.

Introduction

In the article we consider the queueing system with group arrivals 

and server vacations. The system works in the ''standard'' regime i.e. it starts work-

ing at time when the first group enters and is empty before initializing. The 

service discipline is supposed to be of FIFO type. Every time when the system be-

comes empty, the server begins a vacation time in that the service process is 

stopped. We distinguish two types of such periods:

� single vacation, after that - if the system is empty - the server ''waits'' for the first 

arriving group and the service process begins immediately; 

� multiple vacation, when the server begins successive vacation times as far as 

there are customers waiting in the queue after one of them.

The exact transient analysis of non-Markovian queueing systems is very difficult 

but possible. One can find the proposal of new approach and some results for the 

queue-length distribution, virtual waiting time and departure process in [1-4], where 

the system without vacations is considered. The results for group arrival 

queueing systems with server vacations concern mainly systems with compound 

Poisson process as the arrival process (see [5-7] and [8]). The server vacation sys-

tems with Poisson input stream are widely described in [9] too.

In the paper we study the transient queue-length distribution for systems with 

single and multiple vacations. First, we consider a certain simplified system. Apply-
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ing the formula of total probability we direct the analysis to that for the system 

without vacations under two different initial conditions: for the ''standard'' regime 

and with fixed number of customers present just after the opening. The general case 

is obtained using the renewal theory approach.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state necessary definitions 

and notations. Section 3 presents the case of the system with single vacations. The 

system with multiple vacations is investigated in Section 4. In Section 5 we prove 

some auxiliary formulae which complete results obtained in two previous sections.

1. Preliminaries

Let us suppose that interarrival times are independent and identically distributed 

(i.i.d.) random variables with a distribution function (d.f.) service times are 

i.i.d. random variables with a d.f. and number of customers in the arriving 

groups are distributed by the sequence As usual we assume mutually indepen-

dence of interarrival times, service times and group sizes.

Let and

(1)

By we denote the i-fold convolution of the d.f. with itself and by 

- the i-fold convolution of the sequence with itself. Let be the num-

ber of customers present at time in the ''ordinary'' system (without server vaca-

tions). Let besides and denote probabilities under two different initial 

conditions for the ''ordinary'' system: in the ''standard'' regime and with n customers 

present at time respectively. Denote by the first busy period of the 

''ordinary'' system.

The system with server vacations we consider on successive vacation cycles 

- for the system with single vacations, and - for 

the system with multiple vacations. Since these systems work in the ''standard'' re-

gime then and

(2)

where is a single vacation time that starts the cycle is the idle time (0 if there 

are arrivals during ) and is the busy period during Similarly, for the system 

with multiple vacations we have and
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(3)

where is the i-th busy period and denotes the number of single vacation times 

contained in We assume that and for are i.i.d. random va-

riables with a d.f. and are independent on the arrival process.

2. The number of customers �������	
	�������	�
�
�	��

with single vacations

Let us consider the system with single vacations We are interested in the ex-

plicit formula for the Laplace transform of probability function (p.f.) of i.e. for 

the expression

(4)

Assume, as usual, that successive vacation cycles are independent random va-

riables. Denote by and d.fs of and respectively. Let

denote the probability on condition that the system starts working empty at time 

and the first vacation time (and, of course,  vacation cycle ) begins at this 

time (the system ''waits'' for customers).

Since moments at which successive vacation cycles begin are 

renewal moments, then, defining the renewal function of delayed renewal process 

generated by random variables as

(5)

we have for 

(6)
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and besides

(7)

Now we will find the representation for the expression 

The formula of total probability leads to

(8)

Let us briefly comment the right side of (8).The first summand presents the situa-

tion in that on the first cycle the vacation time ends before time and the first 

group arrives after finishing but still before Hence we can describe the state of 

the system at time by means of the state of ''ordinary'' one working in ''standard'' 

regime. In the second summand of (8) ends before and there are arrivals during 

the vacation time. Hence, the state at time can be described by means of the state 

of ''ordinary'' system with fixed number of customers present just after the opening. 

The last summand on the right side of (8) describes the situation in that we have 

arrivals before but ends after Introducing the Laplace transform on the ar-

gument we can rewrite (8) in the following form

(9)

where

(10)

(11)
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Formulae (6), (7) and (9) allow to state the following theorem giving the representa-

tion for the Laplace transform of p.f. of the queue-size in the system with single 

vacation times.

Theorem 1. For any we have

(12)

and

(13)

where and are defined in (9) and (10) respectively.

3. The number of customers �������	
	�������	�
�
�	�������������	�

vacations

Let us consider the system with multiple vacations. Of course has a d.f. 

Let be the d.f. of random variables for Denoting

(14)

we have

(15)

For we obtain

(16)

The representation for we will find using the formula of 

total probability. We have for 
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(17)

In the above formula the first summand concerns the situation in that the vacation 

time ends before The second summand describes the situation in that the first ar-

rival occurs before but the vacation time ends after 

Introducing in (17) the Laplace transform on the argument we get

(18)

where for 

(19)

and

(20)

Taking into consideration formulae (15), (16) and (18) we can state the following

theorem giving the representation for the Laplace transform of the queue-size distri-

bution in the system with multiple vacations.

Theorem 2. For any we have

(21)
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and

(22)

where and are defined in (10) and (19) respectively.

5. Representations for distributions of random variables ci and Ci

The representations for expressions and we can easily ob-

tain using results from [2]. To characterize the distribution of completely we 

also need formulae for distributions of random variables and (and hence for 

renewal functions and ). One can find the below formula for for 

example in [1] or [10]. The formula for was obtained in [10].

The following equalities hold true

(23)

and

(24)

where is defined in (23) and moreover

(25)

The function we obtain from the canonical factorization identity

(26)

besides where denotes the indicator of event 

and  is defined by the equation

(27)

The expressions and denote Laplace transforms of d.fs of 

busy period in the ''ordinary'' system respectively: in the ''standard'' regime and 
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with n customers present at time Finally, we will find the formula for 

We have

(28)

where is defined in (25).
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